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Abstract. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with the Jacobi operator, which
has constant eigenvalues, independent on the unit vector X ∈ Tp M and the
point p ∈ M . Osserman conjectured that these manifolds are flat or rankone locally symmetric spaces (∇R = 0). It is known that for a general
pseudo-Riemannian manifold, the Osserman-type conjecture is not true and 4dimensional Kleinian Jordan-Osserman manifolds are curvature homogeneous.
We show that the length of the first covariant derivative of the curvature
tensor is isotropic, i.e. k∇Rk = 0. For known examples of 4-dimensional Osserman manifolds of signature (− − ++) we check also that k∇Rk = 0. By the
presentation of a class of examples we show that curvature homogeneity and
k∇Rk = 0 do not imply local homogeneity; in contrast to the situation in the
Riemannian geometry, where it is unknown if the Osserman condition implies
local homogeneity.

§0. Introduction
Let (M, g) be a 4-dimensional Kleinian (neutral) manifold, i.e. a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a metric g of signature (− − ++). We denote its curvature tensor by R. The Jacobi operator RX : Y 7→ R(Y, X)X is a symmetric
endomorphism of Tp M and KX is its restriction to X ⊥ in Tp M .
For Riemannian manifolds, Osserman [16], based on joint results with Sarnak
[17], has conjectured that if the eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator KX are independent of the choice of unit vectors X ∈ Tp M and of the choice p ∈ M , then either M
is locally a rank-one symmetric space or M is flat. We have generalized in [3] the
Osserman-type condition in the pseudo-Riemannian setup in terms of the Jordan
form of KX , that is equivalent, especially for 4-dimensions, to the conditions in
terms of the constancy of the minimal polynomial for KX . Namely, M is spacelike
(resp. timelike) Jordan-Osserman at p if the Jordan form of KX is independent of
X ∈ Tp M , g(X, X) = 1 (resp. g(X, X) = −1). If M is spacelike (resp. timelike)
Jordan-Osserman at every p ∈ M , one says M is pointwise spacelike (resp. timelike)
Jordan-Osserman. If the Jordan form of KX is independent of p ∈ M , then M is
spacelike (resp. timelike) Jordan-Osserman.
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Many mathematicians have studied Osserman-type manifolds (see e.g. [9], [13],
[14] for the Riemannian case; [1], [10] for Lorentzian spaces and [3] for 4-dimensional
Kleinian manifolds). More details can be found in [2].
Jordan-Osserman manifolds with a metric of signature (− − ++) are curvature
homogeneous and their curvature invariants of the first and second order are constant. The main purpose of this paper is to study the third order curvature invariant
k∇Rk2 for this class of manifolds. We show that the first covariant derivative of the
curvature tensor is isotropic, i.e. k∇Rk = 0. Moreover, we check isotropicity of ∇R
for all known examples of Osserman spaces in the general setting. We provide a
class of examples of Jordan-Osserman manifolds which are not local homogeneous.
Of course, in the general setting, Osserman spaces are not curvature homogeneous
and consequently they are not locally homogeneous (cf. [12]).
This result, together with known results in the Riemannian and the Lorentzian
cases, enable us to state the Osserman conjecture for timelike (spacelike) pseudoRiemannian manifolds related to the Riemannian Osserman conjecture, as follows:
Conjecture A. Every timelike or spacelike Jordan-Osserman manifold has the isotropic curvature derivative, i.e. k∇Rk = 0.
Since Conjecture A holds for all known examples of the Osserman spaces (see
[7], [11]), we can state the stronger conjecture as follows:
Conjecture B. Every timelike or spacelike Osserman manifold has isotropic curvature derivative, i.e. k∇Rk = 0.
Remark. Also, an interesting question could be raised related to the isotropicity of
higher curvature derivatives, k∇k Rk = 0, for arbitrary k.
Curvature invariants are a very effective tool in Riemannian geometry and they
build its relations with spectral geometry, topology and representation theory. So,
F. Prüfer, F. Tricerri and L. Vanhecke have shown in [18] that if all curvature
invariants are constant on the manifold, then this must be locally homogeneous.
Anyhow, constancy of curvature invariants in the pseudo-Riemannian case is a necessary condition but not a sufficient one for local homogeneity of a manifold. In the
Lorentzian case, examples are provided in [8] where the authors construct examples
of 3- and 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds which are curvature homogeneous up
to order one, but not locally homogeneous. The conformally flat plane metrics and
the conditions to be locally homogeneous have been studied in [15].
Remark. In the Riemannian setting there exists an interesting conjecture, stated
by L. Vanhecke, if the Osserman manifold has to be locally homogeneous (see [22]).
For Lorentzian pointwise Osserman manifolds the corresponding conjecture holds,
but Kleinian Jordan-Osserman manifolds may not be local homogeneous. This is
clear from examples studied in §4.
§1. Preliminaries
Let us introduce some basic notations and notions. We denote by e1 , · · · , e4
a pseudo-orthonormal basis of Tp M . It means g(ei , ej ) = εi δij , where εi = −1
for i = 1, 2, εi = +1 for i = 3, 4 and j = 1, · · · , 4. The corresponding dual
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forms of ei are θi , i.e. θi (ej ) = δji . Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection, and
R(X, Y ) : Tp M −→ Tp M its corresponding curvature operator given by
R(X, Y )Z = ∇X ∇Y Z − ∇Y ∇X Z − ∇[X,Y ] Z,

(1.1)

where X, Y, Z, · · · ∈ Tp M . To omit rather complicated notations we denote vectors
and vector fields by the same letters.
If ωij and Ωji are the connection 1-forms and the curvature 2-forms respectively,
then we have
X
∇ei =
ωis es , i = 1, · · · , 4,
(1.2)
1X
Rkli j θk ∧ θl ,
Ωji =
2
and the Cartan structural equations
X
ωji ∧ θj ,
dθi = −
(1.3)
X j
dωij = −
(ωk ∧ ωik + Ωji )

(the second Bianchi identity).

Denote by Rjkli = Rjkl s gsi . Let Rjkli;h be the covariant derivatives of Rjkli . One
can see
X
X
X
Rjkli;h θh = d(Rjkli ) −
Rskli ωjs −
Rjsli ωks
h

(1.4)

−

X
s

s

Rjksi ωls

−

X
s

s

Rjkls ωis .

Studying the characteristic and minimal polynomials of KX , we have established in
[3] four different types of spacelike (resp. timelike) 4-dimensional Kleinian JordanOsserman manifolds. We say M is
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

type
type
type
type

Ia if KX is diagonalizable;
Ib if the characteristic polynomial of KX has a complex root;
II if the minimal polynomial of KX has a double root α;
III if the minimal polynomial of KX has a triple root α.

We deal with a null basis {fi } of Tp M given by

(1.5)

1
f1 = √ (e1 − e4 ),
2
1
f2 = √ (e2 + e3 ),
2
1
f3 = √ (e2 − e3 ),
2
1
f4 = √ (e1 + e4 ),
2

and its corresponding dual basis {ξ i } of Tp∗ M . Denote by ϕji connection 1-forms
with respect to this basis. These 1-forms ϕji satisfy symmetry properties
(1.6)

ϕ11 + ϕ44 = 0, ϕ21 + ϕ43 = 0, ϕ31 + ϕ42 = 0, ϕ14 = ϕ41 = 0,
ϕ22 + ϕ33 = 0, ϕ12 + ϕ34 = 0, ϕ13 + ϕ24 = 0, ϕ32 = ϕ23 = 0
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(see [4], [6]). Nonzero components of the curvature tensor in the basis {fi } are
respectively
(1.7)

R1441 = R2332 = R1243 = R1342 = α,
R4334 = 2,

and
(1.8)

R2143 = R3142 = R4141 = R2323 = α,
√
R3141 = R3123 = 2,

for types II and III Kleinian Jordan-Osserman spaces (see [3]).
§2. The length of ∇R for Jordan-Osserman manifolds
Geometrical properties of different types of spacelike (timelike) Jordan-Osserman
manifolds may be very dissimilar (see [2], [3], [4], [6], [5], etc.). In this section
we consider a common property of all 4-dimensional spacelike (timelike) JordanOsserman manifolds related to the isotropicity of ∇R.
2.1 Theorem. Let (M, g) be a 4-dimensional spacelike (timelike) Jordan-Osserman manifold. Then the length of ∇R vanishes, i.e. k∇Rk = 0.
Proof. The only nontrivial case is when the manifold M is of type II or III. Indeed,
it follows from [3] that a Jordan-Osserman type Ia 4-dimensional manifold is locally
symmetric and type Ib does not exist.
So, let M be a manifold of type II or III. Let (g ij ) be the inverse matrix for the
matrix of a metric g = (gij ). Then the lengths of the first covariant derivative of
the curvature tensor is given by
X
k∇Rk2 =
(2.1)
g ix g jy g kz g lt g hu Rijkl;h Rxyzt;u .
We now deal with the null basis {fi } and recall that nonzero components of the
matrix of g and inverse matrix g −1 in this frame are as follows:
(2.2)

g14 = g23 = g32 = g41 = g 14 = g 23 = g 32 = g 41 = −1.

We consider now type II Kleinian Jordan-Osserman manifolds. Hence we combine the relations (1.7) with (1.4) and (1.6) to compute nonzero 1-forms
R3243;h ξ h = 2ϕ31 ,
(2.3)

R4143;h ξ h = 2ϕ31 ,
R4343;h ξ h = −4(ϕ11 + ϕ22 ) = 4C.

We have proved in [4, Theorem 2.3] that type II Kleinian Jordan-Osserman spaces
yield
ϕ31 (f1 ) = ϕ31 (f2 ) = 0,
(2.4)

ϕ31 (f3 ) = 2(ϕ11 + ϕ22 )(f1 ),
ϕ31 (f4 ) = −2(ϕ11 + ϕ22 )(f2 ).
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We combine now (2.4) with (2.3) to find nonzero components Rijkl;h of ∇R
R4334;1 = R1434;3 = R2334;3 = −4C̃1 ,
(2.5)

−R4334;2 = R1434;4 = R2334;4 = 4C̃2 ,
R4334;3 = −4C̃3 ,
R4334;4 = −4C̃4 ,

where C = −(ϕ11 + ϕ22 ) = C̃i ξ i .
One can substitute (2.2) and (2.5) into (2.1) to check k∇Rk = 0.
We assume now M is a type III Kleinian Jordan-Osserman manifold. Thus we
use (1.4), (1.6) and (1.8) to obtain nonzero 1-forms
(2.6)

√
√
R3131;h ξ h = 4 2ϕ21 = − 2B̂,
√
√
R3141;h ξ h = 2(−ϕ11 + ϕ22 ) = 2C,
√
R3232;h ξ h = 2 2ϕ12 = − √12 Â,
√
R4141;h ξ h = 2 2ϕ12 = − √12 Â,

√
√
2(ϕ11 − ϕ22 ) = − 2C,
√
R3142;h ξ h = −2 2ϕ12 = √12 Â,
√
R3241;h ξ h = −2 2ϕ12 = √12 Â,
R3132;h ξ h =

where 1-forms Â, B̂ and C are related with the connection forms ϕij :
(2.7)

Â = −4ϕ12 ,

B̂ = −4ϕ21

and C = −ϕ11 + ϕ22 .

Analogously to (2.4) (see [6, Theorem 2.3]), in the null frame {ξ i } these become

(2.8)

Â = 2C̃2 ξ 1 − 2C̃4 ξ 3 ,
√
√
B̂ = ( 2B1 + C̃3 )ξ 1 + C̃1 ξ 2 + ( 2B2 − C̃1 )ξ i − C̃3 ξ 4 ,
C = C̃i ξ i .

Similarly we find nonzero components of ∇R for the Kleinian spacelike (timelike)
type III Jordan-Osserman manifolds
√
√
R3131;1 = −2B1 − 2C̃3 , R3131;3 = −2B2 + 2C̃1 ,
√
R3131;2 = R3132;1 = −R3141;1 = − 2C̃1 ,
√
(2.9) R3132;2 = −R3141;2 = R3232;1 = R1414;1 = −R3142;1 = R3241;1 = − 2C̃2 ,
√
R3132;3 = −R3141;3 = −R3131;4 = − 2C̃3 ,
√
R3132;4 = −R3141;4 = R3142;3 = −R3232;3 = −R4141;3 = R3241;3 = − 2C̃4 .
Then one can check that k∇Rk = 0 by straightforward computation.
Remark. One can see that the length of the curvature tensor of the 4-dimensional
spacelike (timelike) Jordan-Osserman manifold of type II or III is kRk2 = 24α2 .
Remark. All known examples of types II and III spacelike (timelike) Jordan-Osserman manifolds are nonflat but they are Ricci flat (this is for α = 0), and consequently all of them have the isotropic curvature tensor.
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§3. k∇Rk of some Kleinian Osserman spaces
In this section, we will show that known examples of Kleinian Osserman manifolds have isotropic covariant derivative of the curvature tensor.
The known examples of Kleinian Osserman spaces have the metric tensor of one
of the following types (for more details see [7], [11]):
(i)
g(f1 ,f2 ) =u3 f (u1 , u2 )du1 ⊗ du1 + u4 f2 (u1 , u2 )du2 ⊗ du2
+ a[du1 ⊗ du2 + du2 ⊗ du1 ]
+ b[du1 ⊗ du3 + du3 ⊗ du1 + du2 ⊗ du4 + du4 ⊗ du2 ],
where ∂f1 /∂u2 + ∂f2 /∂/∂u1 = 0.
(ii)
gφ = [du1 ⊗ du3 + du3 ⊗ du1 + du2 ⊗ du4 + +du4 ⊗ du2 ] +

2
X

φij dui ⊗ duj ,

i,j=1

where φij are functions in u1 and u2 .
Then the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobi operator of the manifolds with
metric of type (i) or (ii) is pλ (KX ) = λ4 , i.e., it is independent on the nonnull vector
X, but the minimal polynomials, mλ (KX ), can change degree from point to point
(depending on the functions).
Now we can prove the following:
Proposition 3.1. Let (M, g) be a 4-dimensional spacelike (timelike) Osserman
manifold endowed with the metric of type (i) or (ii). Then the length of ∇R vanishes, i.e. k∇Rk = 0.
Proof. We give the proof for the Osserman manifolds of type (i). By direct computation one can find that the following components of the inverse matrix g −1
vanish:
(3.1)

g 11 = g 12 = g 21 = g 22 = g 14 = g 41 = 0.

Using (1.4) one can find that all generic nonzero components of the first covariant
derivative are:
R1221;1 , R1221;2 , R1221;3 , R1221;4 ,
(3.2)
R2131;1 , R2131;2 , R2142;1 , R2142;2 .
Now, one combines the formulas (3.1), (3.2) with (2.1) to find k∇Rk = 0. The
proof for the metrics of type (ii) is similar, but simpler.
§4. Local homogeneity of Kleinian Jordan-Osserman manifolds
Let us recall some basic facts related to the local homogeneity. Let ∇i R(p)
denote the ith covariant derivative of the Riemann curvature tensor at a point p.
A pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to be curvature homogeneous up to
order k ∈ N [20], or to satisfy the condition P (k), if for every two points p, q ∈ M ,
there exists a linear isometry ϕ : Tp M −→ Tq M such that
(4.1)

ϕ∗ (∇i R(q)) = ∇i R(p),

for all i = 0, · · · , k. Singer showed that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is locally homogeneous if it satisfies the condition P (k) for some k > kM . For an n-dimensional
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manifold M one can see kM < n(n − 1)/2, where kM is the so-called Singer index
of (M, g). The equivalence theorem for G-structures due to Cartan and Sternberg
[21] provides the generalization of these results to the pseudo-Riemannian case. For
more details one can see [8].
Let us emphasize once again that Jordan-Osserman manifolds of signature
(− − ++) are Einstein curvature homogeneous up to order one with constant curvature invariants up to order 4 and k∇Rk = 0. Hence, these spaces are good
candidates to be also locally homogeneous. The main purpose of this section is to
construct a family of metrics with signature (− − ++) which are type II JordanOsserman and not locally homogeneous. This shows that the Vanhecke type conjecture is not true (see the last remark in §0 and [22]). More precisely we prove:
Proposition 4.1. Let (M, g) be a 4-dimensional manifold where M ⊆ R4 endowed
with the metric
g =a2 du1 ⊗ du1 + b2 du2 ⊗ du2
(4.2)
+ du1 ⊗ du3 + du3 ⊗ du1 + du2 ⊗ du4 + du4 ⊗ du2
with respect to the standard Descartes coordinate system (u1 , · · · , u4 ), where a =
a(u1 , u2 ), b = b(u1 , u2 ) and a, b ∈ C ∞ (M ). Then (M, g) is:
2 2

2 2

(i) a type II Jordan-Osserman manifold if ∂∂ua2 + ∂∂ub2 > 0 everywhere on M ;
2
1
(ii) curvature homogeneous for arbitrary a, b ∈ C ∞ (M );
(iii) not locally homogeneous for a, b satisfying δ = δ(u1 , u2 ) 6= const, where
 3 2
2  3 2
2
64
∂ 3 b2
∂ 3 b2
∂ a
∂ a
δ(u1 , u2 ) = ∂ 2 a2
(4.3)
+
+
.
2 2
∂u21 ∂u2
∂u22 ∂u1
∂u31
( ∂u2 + ∂∂ub2 )5 ∂u32
2

1

Proof. We denote Ei = ∂/∂ui (i = 1, · · · , 4). One can check that the vector fields
F1 = − √a2 E3 ,

F2 = −βbE4 ,
(4.4)

F3 =
F4 =

1
b
bβ E2 − 2β E4 ,
√
2
√a
a E1 − 2 E3 ,

form a null frame field for g; i.e.
(4.5)

g(F1 , F4 ) = g(F2 , F3 ) = −1

∞
(M ).
are the only nonvanishing components of the metric tensor g, where β ∈ C+
If we choose
 2 2

1
∂ 2 b2
∂ a
2
(4.6)
,
β = 2 2
+
2a b
∂u22
∂u21

then nonzero components of the curvature tensor R and its first covariant derivative
∇R are given with respect to the null frame field Fi by
R3434 = −2,
(4.7)

R3434;3 =
R3434;4 =

−1
∂ 3 a2
∂ 3 b2
(bβ)3 a2 ( ∂u32 + ∂u21 ∂u2 ),
√
2
∂ 3 a2
∂ 3 b2
− a3 (bβ)
2 ( ∂u2 ∂u + ∂u3 ).
1
2
1

This means P (0) is fullfield, i.e. (M, g) is curvature homogeneous and hence
(ii) is satisfied. We now use R(F4 , F3 )F3 = −2F1 , R(F4 , F3 )F4 = −2F2 and
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R(F4 , F3 )Fi = 0 (i = 1, 2) to see that F1 and F2 are eigenvectors of the symmetric endomorphism R(F4 , F3 ), corresponding to the double eigenvalue λ = 0. By
straightforward computations one can check (i) (see also [5] and [19]). Moreover
2 2
2 2
for ∂∂ua2 + ∂∂ub2 = 0 it follows that (M, g) is flat.
2
1
Assume now that M is locally homogeneous. It means that for each two points
p, q ∈ M , there exists a linear isometry ϕ : Tp M −→ Tq M such that
(4.8)

ϕ∗ R(q) = R(p),

ϕ∗ (∇R(q)) = ∇R(p).

There exists also a null frame V1 , · · · , V4 around p ∈ M , obtained by the local
isometries. The components Rijkl , Rijkl;m are constant along the manifold M . It
is shown that
V1 = d2 f F1 ,
(4.9)

V2 = df 2 F2 ,
V3 = cF1 + dF3 ,
V4 = eF2 + f F4 ,

where c, d, e, f are smooth functions in a neighborhood of p ∈ M such that (df )2 = 1
and cf + de = 0. But, by straightforward computations, using (4.7) and (4.9) one
can see (R3434;3 · R3434;4 )2 = δ(u1 , u2 ). Consequently, for δ 6= const, M is not
locally homogeneous.
Remark. The curvature tensor for this metric is recurrent for arbitrary functions
a(u1 , u2 ), b(u1 , u2 ) ∈ C ∞ (M ) (see [19] and [5]).
Remark. One can check that a = b = u1 u2 satisfy all conditions in Proposition 4.1
u21 u22
on M = R4 \ {0} since δ(u1 , u2 ) = C (u2 +u
2 )5 , C = const.
1

2
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